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Abstract
The $LCL$ filter is a fundamental component which interfaces a voltage-source inverter (VSI) with a power grid, but on the other hand, it introduces a potential resonance risk which may be harmful to the system stability. In this paper, a digital biquad filter, which consists of a resonance and a notch, is proposed to damp the $LCL$ resonance. By carefully tuning the resonance frequency and the notch frequency of the biquad filter, the $LCL$ resonance is equivalently shifted from an unstable region into a stable one. The proposed method possesses a sensor-less benefit, and it can provide a high control bandwidth as well as a strong robustness. Experimental results acquired from a three-phase grid-connected inverter verify the effectiveness of the biquad filter.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the increasing energy demand has stimulated a growing interest in distributed power generation system (DPGS) worldwide [1], [2]. As an efficient power conversion interface, the grid-connected pulse-width modulation (PWM) inverter with an $LCL$ filter plays an important role in DPGS [3]. The $LCL$ filter offers a cost-effective attenuation of the switching harmonics, but its resonance hazard may challenge the system stability, depending on the resonance frequency $f_r$ as well as the computation and PWM delays [4], [5]. With a total delay of one and half sampling periods, a single grid current loop can stabilize the system without damping if $f_r > f_s/6$, where $f_s$ is the sampling frequency [6]–[8]. While in the unstable region, i.e., $f_r < f_s/6$, damping solutions are required to avoid instability.

To avoid the attendant power loss with passive damping, active damping is usually favored. The typical active damping solutions are realized by compensating the control loop through feeding back the filter state variables, which might be the capacitor current [9]–[11], the capacitor voltage [12]–[15], and the grid current [16]–[18]. However, these solutions demand either an additional sensor (for the capacitor current) or a noise-sensitive derivative (for the capacitor voltage and the grid current), which are undesirable in practice. An alternative to these issues is to insert a digital filter, typically a notch filter, into the control loop to “filter” the resonance [19], [20]. By tuning the notch frequency at $f_r$, the $LCL$ resonance can be fully cancelled. This yields a sensor-less benefit, but on the other hand, a poor sensitivity to the resonance drift [21], [22]. In [23], it is found that the notch frequency can be placed higher than $f_r$. The essence in this manner is to use the phase lag of the notch filter to push down the phase of the $LCL$ filter, so as to avoid the $-180^\circ$ crossing at $f_r$. Unfortunately, the additional phase lag will impose a further limitation on the control bandwidth and thus degrade the control performance.
In this paper, a digital biquad filter, which consists of a resonance and a notch (anti-resonance), is adopted for damping the LCL resonance. By setting its notch frequency and resonance frequency below and above $f_r$, respectively, a constant 180º phase lead is introduced nearby $f_r$. This phase lead can equivalently shift the LCL resonance to a higher frequency above $f_r/6$, which thus falls into the stable region. As no phase lag is present, a high control bandwidth can be preserved. Moreover, with a careful tuning of the biquad filter, a high robustness is acquired to tolerate the wide-range resonance drift, which may be caused by the filter parameter deviation as well as the grid impedance variation.

This paper begins with a description and modeling of the LCL-type grid-connected inverter in Section 2. This is followed by the proposed biquad filter active damping in Section 3. Basic principle and digital implementation of the biquad filter are elaborated in this section. A co-design of the current regulator and the active damping is discussed in Section 4. Two sets of controller parameters are tuned according to the stiffness of the power grid. Experimental results are provided to confirm the theoretical expectations in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

### 2. System Description and Modeling

Fig. 1 shows a three-phase voltage-source inverter (VSI) feeding into the grid through an LCL filter. $L_1$ is the inverter-side inductor, $C$ is the filter capacitor, and $L_2$ is the grid-side inductor. $L_g$ is the grid inductance at the point of common coupling (PCC). The PCC voltage $V_{PCC}$ is sensed and fed to a phase-locked loop (PLL) for grid synchronization. The grid current $i_2$ is controlled with a proportional-resonant (PR) regulator in the stationary $a\beta$ frame. A digital filter is cascaded to the PR regulator for the damping purpose, and its output is fed to a digital PWM modulator to generate inverter driver signals.

The digital modulator contains computation and PWM delays [24], [25]. A block diagram that accounts for these delays is shown in Fig. 2, where $G(z)$ is the PR regulator, $G_{\text{filter}}(z)$ is the digital filter, $z^{-1}$ represents the one-sample computational delay, and $G_a(s)$ is the transfer function of the zero-order hold (ZOH) which causes the half-sample PWM delay, expressed as

$$G_a(s) = \frac{1-e^{-sT_h}}{s}$$

(1)
where $T_i$ is the sampling period. $G_{i2}(s)$ is the transfer function from the inverter output voltage $v_{\text{inv}}(s)$ to $i_2(s)$, and it is expressed as
\[
G_{i2}(s) = \frac{i_2(s)}{v_{\text{inv}}(s)} = \frac{1}{s(L_1 + L_2 + L_g)} \cdot \frac{\omega_r^2}{s^2 + \omega_r^2}.
\]
(2)
where $\omega_r$ is the LCL resonance angular frequency and expressed as
\[
\omega_r = 2\pi f_r = \sqrt{\frac{L_1 + L_2 + L_g}{L_1 (L_2 + L_g) C}}.
\]
(3)

To perform an accurate stability analysis in the z-domain, the system discrete loop gain $T_{i2}(z)$ is derived by applying the ZOH transform to $G_{i2}(s)$, i.e.,
\[
T_{i2}(z) = z^{-1}G_i(z)G_{\text{filter}}(z)Z_{\text{ZOH}}\left[ G_{i2}(s) \right] = \frac{G_i(z)G_{\text{filter}}(z)}{\omega_r (L_1 + L_2 + L_g)} \frac{\omega_r T_s (z^2 - 2z \cos \omega_r T_s + 1) - (z - 1)^2 \sin \omega_r T_s}{z(z-1)(z^2 - 2z \cos \omega_r T_s + 1)}.
\]
(4)

3. Resonant-Notch (Biquad) Filter Active Damping
3.1. Basic Idea of the Proposed Method

Before drawing the digital filter, the system without it, i.e., $G_{\text{filter}}(z) = 1$, is revisited at first. Fig. 3(a) shows the Bode diagram of $T_{i2}(z)$ with $G_{\text{filter}}(z) = 1$, where two resonance frequencies around $f_r/6$ are depicted for comparison. For $f_r < f_r/6$ (see the solid line), the phase plot crosses over $-180^\circ$ at $f_r$ with an infinite resonance peak, implying the instability. For $f_r > f_r/6$ (see the dashed line), the phase lag created by the time delay causes the phase plot to cross over $-180^\circ$ at $f_r/6$ in advance. Thus, the single grid current loop can be stabilized as long as the gain margin at $f_r/6$ is greater than 0 dB. While the resonance peak at $f_r$ needs not to be damped, since the phase is already well below $-180^\circ$ at this frequency.

As the stability is highly related to $f_r$, a natural question coming to mind is whether it is possible to shift $f_r$ from the unstable region into the stable one. Achieving this goal, in the gain aspect, requires to cancel...
out the original resonance and then create a new one at the destination frequency. Meanwhile, in the phase aspect, a constant 180° phase lead is demanded between the original and destination resonance frequencies, shown as the shaded area in Fig. 3(a). Obviously, these requirements can be satisfied with a biquad filter, which is expressed as

\[
G_{\text{filter}}(s) = \frac{\omega_p^2}{s^2 + \omega_p^2} \cdot \frac{\omega_z^2}{s^2 + \omega_z^2}
\]

where \(\omega_p = 2\pi f_p\) and \(\omega_z = 2\pi f_z\) are the frequencies of the resonant poles and zeros, respectively, and a constant coefficient \(\omega_p^2 / \omega_z^2\) is incorporated to ensure an unity dc gain. The frequency response of the biquad filter is also depicted in Fig. 3(a). As seen, its magnitude yields a notch at \(f_z\) and a resonance at \(f_p\), and its phase keeps 180° in the range \((f_z, f_p)\) and changes to zero outside this range. Therefore, to perform an ideal resonance shift, \(f_z\) is set at \(f_r\) to cancel out the original resonance, and \(f_p\) is the destination resonance frequency, which should be located in the stable region, i.e., \((f_z/6, f_z/2)\). This resonance shift can also be identified in the transfer function by multiplying \(G_{\text{filter}}(s)\) with \(G_{\text{filter}}(s)\) under \(f_z = f_r\), i.e.,

\[
G_{\text{filter}}(s) \cdot G_{\text{filter}}(s) \bigg|_{s = \frac{f_z}{f_r}} = \frac{1}{s(L_q + L_z + L_g)} \left( \frac{\omega_p^2}{s^2 + \omega_p^2} - \frac{\omega_z^2}{s^2 + \omega_z^2} \right)
\]

However, in practice, \(f_z\) may vary in a wide range due to the variations of filter parameters and grid impedance, which makes it difficult to realize \(f_z = f_r\) in the controller. This fortunately can be resolved by noting that a lower \(f_z\) is also proper. Since the phase plot of \(T_{\text{DL}}(z)\) no longer crosses over \(-180^\circ\) at \(f_z\) after compensating with the biquad filter, there is actually no need to cancel out the original resonance, and \(f_z\) can be placed below \(f_r\). The Bode diagram with \(f_z < f_r\) is depicted in Fig. 3(b). Observing Figs. 3(a) and (b), it can be found that the \(-180^\circ\) crossings in both cases are raised from \(f_r\) to \(f_z/6\), owing to the 180° phase lead offered by the biquad filter. Therefore, the stability requirement in both cases will be a positive gain margin at \(f_z/6\), which is exactly the same as that for \(f_r > f_z/6\). That means, the resonance “shift” is also obtained with \(f_z < f_r\), from the control perspective.

From the above analysis, the constraints of the biquad filter are summarized as

\[
f_z \leq f_r\), and \(f_r/6 < f_z < f_r/2.
\]

To be robust, \(f_z\) can be tuned at the possible lowest value that \(f_z\) may reach. Recalling (3), \(f_z\) decreases with the increase of \(L_g\). Thus, \(f_z\) can be placed at \(f_r\) under the infinite \(L_g\), which is exactly the resonance frequency between \(L_1\) and \(C\), i.e.,

\[
f_z = f_r \bigg|_{L_g \to \infty} = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{L_1C}} = f_{\text{dc}}.
\]

### 3.2. Discretization of the Biquad Filter

For digital implementation, the biquad filter \(G_{\text{filter}}(s)\) needs to be discretized. As its resonance frequency \(f_p\) and notch frequency \(f_z\) are the most important terms of concern, they should remain unchanged after discretization. For this purpose, the pole-zero matching discretization is applied, which leads to

\[
G_{\text{filter}}(z) = \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega_z^2} \cdot \frac{z^2 - 2z\cos\omega_p T_z + 1}{z^2 - 2z\cos\omega_z T_z + 1}.
\]

Frequency responses of \(G_{\text{filter}}(s)\) and \(G_{\text{filter}}(z)\) with \(f_z = 10\) kHz are depicted in Fig. 4. It can be observed that the digital biquad filter exhibits well-matched characteristics as the continuous one.
4. Co-design of Current Regulator and Active Damping

In the proposed control scheme, the PR regulator $G_i(z)$ and the biquad filter $G_{\text{filter}}(z)$ are cascaded to form the high-order digital controller, and they should be designed together to ensure a satisfactory dynamic with reasonable stability margins. The design procedure is based on the prototype parameters listed in Table I, where the LCL filter is designed with the well-known constraints in [26], and its consequent resonance frequency $f_r = 1.13$ kHz is lower than $f_s/6$ (1.67 kHz).

For the PR regulator, its expressions before and after applying prewarped Tustin transform are given as

$$G_i(s) = K_p + \frac{K_r s}{s^2 + \omega_0^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$G_i(z) = K_p + K_r \frac{\sin \omega_0 T_s}{2 \omega_0} \frac{z^2 - 1}{z^2 - 2 z \cos \omega_0 T_s + 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $\omega_0 = 2\pi f_0$ is the fundamental angular frequency. The proportional gain $K_p$ and the resonant gain $K_r$ are tuned according to the desired crossover frequency $f_c$ and the phase margin (PM). Besides, $K_p$ is also constrained by the gain margin (GM). As discussed above, a positive (typically 3 dB) GM at $f_s/6$ ($\text{GM}_{f_s/6}$) is required, and from (4) and (9), its expression is derived as

$$\text{GM}_{f_s/6} = -20 \log\left[T_{iz} \left(e^{j\pi/3}\right)\right]$$

$$= 20 \log \left[ \frac{1 - \frac{\omega_0^2}{\omega_p^2} (1 - 2 \cos \omega_p T_s)}{K_p \omega_p (1 - 2 \cos \omega_p T_s) \sin \omega_0 T_s - \omega_0 T_s (1 - 2 \cos \omega_0 T_s)} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)
From (12), it can be found that the design of $K_p$ is related to $f_p$ and $f_z$. Recalling (7), $f_r$ is limited to the range $(f_r/6, f_r/2)$ for a stable operation. Here, the middle value $f_r = f_r/3 = 3.3$ kHz is chosen. $f_z$ should be selected considering the possible variation of $f_r$, which mainly depends on the grid impedance, or in other words, the stiffness of the power grid.

### 4.1. Design in Stiff Grid (Parameter I)

In the stiff grid condition, the effect of $L_g$ is negligible, and the variation of $f_r$ is mainly caused by the filter parameter deviations. Typically, the variations of inductance and capacitance are limited to $\pm 20\%$ and $\pm 10\%$, respectively. Thus, referring to (3), the lowest $f_r$ is calculated as

$$ f_{r,\text{min}} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{1.2L_1 + 1.2L_2}{1.2L_1 \cdot 1.2L_2 \cdot 1.1C}} = 0.87 \cdot \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{L_1 + L_2}{L_1 L_2 C}}. \tag{13} $$

which is 0.87 of its nominal value. Hence, $f_r = 0.87f_r = 980$ Hz is set. Substituting $f_p, f_r$, and the system parameters into (12) and letting $\text{GM}_{6.6} \geq 3 \text{ dB}, K_p \leq 10.1$ is yielded. Here, $K_p = 10$ is chosen to maximize the control bandwidth. Afterwards, $K_p = 10^3$ is designed for a target PM of $45^\circ$.

### 4.2. Design in Weak Grid (Parameter II)

In weak grid condition, $L_g$, and thus $f_r$, can vary in a wide range. As suggested in (8), $f_r = f_{r,1C} = 800$ Hz is set in this case. Substituting $f_p, f_r$, and the system parameters into (12) and then letting $\text{GM}_{6.6} \geq 3 \text{ dB}, K_p \leq 5.5$ is yielded. Likewise, $K_p = 5$ and $K_r = 5 \times 10^3$ are designed successively, which are exactly halves of those designed in stiff grid due to the decrease of $f_r$.

For convenience of illustration, the above two sets of controller parameters are referred to as Parameter I and Parameter II, based on which the Bode diagrams of the compensated loop gain are given in Fig. 5.

For Parameter I, the crossover frequency $f_{c1} = 550$ Hz, PM = $45^\circ$, and GM = $3.1$ dB; for Parameter II, the crossover frequency $f_{c2} = 300$ Hz, PM = $45^\circ$, and GM = $3.5$ dB. All the stability constraints are well satisfied in both cases, and a higher control bandwidth is preserved with Parameter I.

The control bandwidth with Parameter II is degraded, but its robustness is not trivial. Recalling (4), Fig. 6 depicts the closed-loop pole maps with $L_g$ varying up to $10\%$ per unit, which corresponds to $10$ mH in the test system. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the resonant poles with Parameter I move outside the unit circle for $L_g \geq 2$ mH. This is because that $f_r$ falls below $975$ Hz with $L_g \geq 2$ mH, lower than $f_z$ (980 Hz), and the requirement of $f_z \leq f_r$ is no longer satisfied. However, with Parameter II, as shown in Fig. 6(b), all the closed-loop poles stay inside the unit circle irrespective of $L_g$, which implies a high robustness.

![Fig. 6. Closed-loop pole maps with $L_g$ varying up to 10 mH. (a) Parameter I: $K_p = 10, K_r = 1 \times 10^4, f_p = 3.3$ kHz, and $f_z = 980$ Hz. (b) Parameter II: $K_p = 5, K_r = 5 \times 10^3, f_p = 3.3$ kHz, and $f_z = 800$ Hz.](image-url)
5. Experimental Verification

A three-phase prototype of Fig. 1 is built in the lab based on the parameters listed in Table I. Its photograph is given in Fig. 7. The control scheme is implemented with a dSPACE DS1007 platform, whose output PWM signals are channeled through fiber optic cables to a Danfoss VLT FC-103P11K inverter. The inverter is supplied by a Yaskawa D1000 active-front-end (AFE) converter, and its output is connected to a Chroma 61845 grid simulator simulating different grid conditions.

Based on this platform, experimental results acquired with the two sets of controller parameters are compared here. The capacitor voltage $v_C$ and the grid current $i_2$ are both measured. Fig. 8 shows the experimental results when the current reference steps from half to full load at $L_g = 0$. Stable operations are retained for both sets of controller parameters, while a smoother steady-state waveform and a faster transient response are obtained with Parameter I, due to its relatively higher control bandwidth.

Fig. 9 shows the experimental results where $L_g = 2$ mH. For Parameter I, oscillations are triggered when $L_g$ is changing from 0 to 2 mH, implying instability. For Parameter II, the stable operation is maintained irrespective of $L_g$, implying a robust design. The experimental result are consistent with the theoretical analysis in Section 4, and they verify the effectiveness of the proposed biquad filter active damping.
Fig. 9. Experimental results under $L_g = 2$ mH. Voltage scale: 500 V/div, current scale: 5 A/div, time scale: 10 ms/div.

6. Conclusion

A resonant-notch (biquad) filter active damping is proposed in this paper for the LCL-type grid-connected inverter. With the help of the 180° phase lead introduced by the biquad filter, the LCL resonance can be equivalently shifted from the unstable region into the stable one. Basic principle and digital implementation of the biquad filter are discussed. Design procedures are presented to achieve a high control bandwidth and a strong robustness. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by experimental results from a three-phase grid-connected inverter.
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